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WATER LEADER
MAGAZINE
Water Leader magazine is the flagship
publication of the Global Water Leaders
Group and essential reading for water leaders
around the world. Distributed to over 2,500
key water utilities, ministries, investors and
private water organisations, Water Leader is
fast becoming the global brand for positive,
deep-level change in the water sector.
Published 3 times a year, in July, November and March, advertising in Water
Leader will enable you to influence those in a position of power, working
together to make a difference in the water industry. There is no better place and
opportunity for you to increase your brand awareness among the top global
utility leaders or to be associated with an organisation which is actively focused
on changing the world’s water for the better.

CIRCULATION:
2,500+
DISTRIBUTION:
3 TIMES PER YEAR 97
COUNTRIES

FOCUS:
The magazine shares the stories of the sector’s thought-leading and top-achieving CEOs and Ministers.
It also reports on the output of the Group’s CEO-level workshops, including the latest and most innovative
leadership, management and operational performance models.

ARTWORK
DEADLINE: 1st of the
preceeding month

Water Leader magazine is widely regarded as essential reading for current and future leaders in the water
sector and, with its focus on driving performance in urban water and rapidly growing cities, it undoubtedly speaks
to the most pressing issue of our time.

Water Leader magazine is published in collaboration with Global Water Intelligence - Publishing and Events Partner of the Global Water Leaders Group.
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THE GLOBAL
WATER AWARDS

AWARDS
Aceros del Pacífico (CAP).

Include the July issue of Water Leader in your marketing plan
for 2016.

ARTWORK DEADLINE: 1st June 2016

Desalination Company
of the Year

EXPERTS

Desalination Plant
of the Year

2015

Water Leader magazine is the place to reach these influential leaders. Each year
the July issue features a section devoted to the Global Water Award winners, giving
information about the project or deal and all the parties involved. This is important
information reaching over 2,500 of the top public sector executives – and you can
reach them too (perhaps even support your win!) with advertising alongside this
section.

Unequalled as a
desalination powerhouse.

IN WATER AND WASTEWATER

With our A-Z approach and extensive
product portfolio, such as X-Flow
Ultra- and Nano filtration as well as
Codeline Pressure vessels, our pioneering
spirit and the ambition to achieve unique
results together, Pentair is the partner of
choice for worldclass water purification
solutions.

2015

In February each year the short list is drawn, and in April the Winners of 12 water
categories are announced, creating a flurry of excitement within the industry and
particular interest from the public sector water leaders, those that make important
decisions about new projects.

Water Reuse Project
of the Year

WWW.PENTAIR.COM
WWW.X-FLOW.COM | WWW.CODELINE.COM

2015

The Global Water Awards are the world’s best.
Voted for by GWI subscribers themselves
they have a credibility within the world of
water, acknowledging the best projects and
professionals over the preceding 12 months.

• Despite employing a more expensive pipe-jacking
technique in order to minimise environmental damWhat makes it special?
age when constructing the open ocean intake, Hyflux’s
• Chile’s Atacama desert is one of the most inhospiultra-low water offtake tariff of $0.56/m³ avoids plactable places on earth, with insufficient natural water
ing the cost of desalination on the local population
resources to support local mining interests, which
at a time when the cost and quality of regional utility
account for one fifth of the country’s GDP. Acciona
services has become increasingly politicised.
Agua’s solution was to construct a seawater desalina• The size of the plant redefines what is possible with
tion plant on the coast, and then pump the water to an
membrane desalination, proving that the technology
altitude of 1,200 metres in order to supply CAP’s ambihas truly carved out its place as the solution of choice
tious Cerro Negro iron ore mine expansion. Acciona
for the world’s leading desalination agencies. Not only
overcame considerable logistical and geological chalis Mactaa Africa’s largest desalination plant, it is the
lenges by pre-fabricating a considerable portion of the
largest plant in the world to feature UF pre-treatment.
plant infrastructure in Santiago before transporting it
to the site.
Judges’ verdict: Africa’s flagship desalination plant.
• The plant is the first desal installation in Latin America
to incorporate Acciona Agua’s proprietary ACCDAFF
pre-treatment technology, which combines dissolved
air flotation and filtration elements in the same basin.
The system offers the potential for considerable energy
savings by allowing the user only to turn on the filtration devices when dealing with ‘red tide’ events. In
For the project, delivered during 2014, that
addition, a uniquely simple jellyfish deterrent device
represents the most significant advancement in
involving compressed air flowing through a dedicated
terms of water reuse.
1-inch pipeline inside the intake structure reduces
impingement, whilst benefitting local marine life.
• With local water resources stretched to breaking
WINNER
Global Water Awards
Silicon Valley AWTP, USA
AWARDS
point, CAP’s social licence to operate is assured by
2015
the fact that the plant will also supply potable water
What is it?
to the town of Caldera, as well as irrigation water to
strated the company’s inherent value to some
the
The largest advanced water treatment project in Northern
localofagriculture.
An ingenious closed-loop pipebiggest corporate names on the planet. The move
gave ensures that produced water from the
California, the Silicon Valley Advanced Water Purification
line system
a huge boost to the company’s technical capabilities,
Center (SVAWPC) uses microfiltration, reverse osmosis
mine site is used to facilitate the flow of slurry from
and brought with it enhanced access to development
and ultraviolet disinfection to clean secondary treated
the mine to the coast, before being neutralised and
funding.
municipal wastewater to stringent reuse standards.
blended with RO permeate prior to being recircu• As well as testing its credentials as a global leader
will- to the mine.
lated back
ing to invest in South-South trade, Metito proved last
Who is responsible?
year that it could fight and win competitive
contracts
Black & Veatch provided design services, construction
Judges’
verdict: Slaking the thirst of Chile’s mining sector.
in established markets, securing key wins in Dubai,
support and start-up services. Doosan Hydro supplied
Abu Dhabi and Egypt.
HIGHLY COMMENDED
the membrane system, using CSM membranes. Xylem’s
• The tie-up with low-temperature distillation company
Mactaa, Algeria
Wedeco division furnished the UV system. J.R. Filanc
TPTec in September 2014 marked Metito’s first major
was made
the general construction contractor. The project was
For the desalination company which
equity investment in technology, and demonstrates
What is it? an
effort between the Santa Clara Valley Water
the greatest overall contributiona collaborative
to the
expanded ambition for internal technical
expertise.
A 500,000
m³/d SWRO plant in northwestern Algeria, and
District (SCVWD) and the City of San Jose, California.
industry in 2014.
The deal also opened the door to new opportunities
in
the world’s second-largest
membrane desalinationdesalination
facility.
industrial water and wastewater markets.
It will supply water to Oran, Algeria’s second-largest city.
What makes it special?
WINNER
Saline Water Conversion
• The plant’s initial water treatment capacity of 8 MGD
Global Water Awards
Corporation
2015
Judges’ verdict: The standard-bearer forWho
South-South
is responsible?
(30,283 m³/d) is just the beginning, as a sea change in
trade in water.
The plant is owned and operated by a Hyflux-led group
water management gets underway in the San Francisco
under a 25-year build-own-operate contract with the
Bay area. As the drought continues unabated across
HIGHLY COMMENDEDAlgerian government. Hyflux took the
What
is it?
lead
operating
California, Silicon Valley is harnessing its technical
United Envirotech and contracting role and holds a 47% stake
The bulk
water
supply agency for the Kingdom
of Saudi
in the
project
prowess
to reduce its dependence on imported water
Arabia,
and
the
largest
producer
of
desalinated
company, alongside AEC (43%) and Algérienne des Eaux.
fromwater
the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta, which depends
What is it?
in the world,
4.6 million m³/d of on
water
and
The 25-train plant features Hyflux’s proprietary
Kristalgenerating
UF
fast-receding
mountain glaciers. The SCVWD
A provider of membrane-based water and
wastewa-technology, RO membranes
7,400
MW
of power
It celpretreatment
from
Toray,
and across 27 production centres.
intends
to expand Santa Clara County’s use of recycled
ter treatment and reclamation solutions, turbochargers
listed on the supplied by Energy Recovery,
ebratesInc.
its 50th anniversary in 2015.
water from 5% of total demand to 10% by 2025.
Singapore stock exchange.
• Much of the treatment plant’s importance stems from
What
has
it
done?
What
makes
it
special?
the
precedent
it
sets.
Initially the clean effluent will be
AWARDS
What has it done?
Under
the leadership
SWCC
• The start of full operations last year
marked
a major of AbdulRahman Al-Ibrahim,
blended
with recycled water from other sources and
2014 was the year in which United Envirotech
(UEL) for the developer team
has after
not only
accelerated its investment in new used
plantsfor
andirrigating crops, watering golf courses and
achievement
a difficult
strengthened both its technology offering andand
itsprotracted
partextended
the unrilife of its existing assets – it has also
transcommissioning period.
Showing
parks,
and for industrial uses, including cooling towDISTINCTION
nership strategy in order to capture
a wider breadth
of
itself asfire,
a learning organisation, empowering
valled persistence,
the team California
had to formed
battle through
ers. Withitspotable reuse on the cards in the long term,
Global Water Awards
Cambria
BWRO,
2015
opportunities in the fast-growing membrane-based
water terrain, changing waterstaff,
simplifying
its processes, and bringing a the
newplant
focus
challenging
intake
quality, and
is designed to be a key component in the fight
and wastewater treatment industry. It completed
operational
efficiency, reliability
and economic
returns. historical ‘toilet-to-tap’ fears.
a switchthe
in national perceptions ontoprivate
ownership
to overcome
GLOBAL
acquisition of membrane specialist Memstar, and
set up
• By reducing its reliance on the energy-intensive proWATER
What is it? before they were able to celebrate the successful comFor the desalination plant, commissioned
JVs with two Chinese state-owned enterprisesmissioning
enjoying
What makes it special? AWARDS
the plant.
cess of importing water over vast distances, SCVWD
A 400 gpm (2,180 m³/d)of
brackish
water treatment plant
during 2014, that represents the most
a strong regional presence, securing several milestone
• SWCC has the toughest job in desalination. It has the
featuring a three-step treatment process: ultrafiltration,
impressive technical or ecologically sustainable
projects at the same time. Its extraordinary performance
largest fleet of desalination plants in the world, with the
reverse osmosis,
and UV/advanced
68 // WATER
LEADER // oxidation.
July 2015
least margin for error: some cities have just 48 hours
achievement in the industry. resulted in a spectacular S$1.9 billion (US$1.5 billion)
takeover offer from CITIC and KKR in the latter half of
of water reserves. The problem gets tougher as plants
Who is responsible?
the year.
reach the end of their productive lives and demand for
The prime design-build contractor was CDM Smith. H2O
water increases inexorably. In 2014, SWCC not only
WINNER
Innovation supplied the RO and ultrafiltration units,
Ras Al-Khair SWRO,
Global Water Awards
What makes it special?
stepped up its production to a new high, but did so
which use Toray UF membranes and Hydranautics RO
2015
Saudi Arabia
• The completion of the acquisition of Memstar resulted
while increasing its commitment to environmental
membranes. Trojan provided the UV disinfection unit.
in the creation of a vertically integrated MBR specialstewardship, fuel efficiency, and the employment and
What is it?
The client is the Cambria Community Service District.
ist with a significant competitive advantage in its core
development of Saudi staff.
A 68 MIGD (309,128 m³/d) membrane desalination
Chinese market. The shrewd rationale behind the deal
• In 2014, SWCC’s Saline Water Desalination Research
installation on the Gulf coast of Saudi Arabia. It forms part
What makes it special?
was borne out when it secured a RMB500 million
Institute cemented its reputation as a global centre of
of the world’s largest desalination facility, and along with a
• A 50-gallon-per-day consumption limit for local
($81 million) EPC contract to design and build one of
desalination expertise, working in partnership with
new water transportation pipeline transforms the picture
residents, a long-standing moratorium on new water
China’s largest MBR wastewater treatment plants, with
organisations including Saudi Aramco, King Abdullah
for potable water in Riyadh, one of the world’s fastestconnections, and a ban on the outdoor use of potable
a design capacity of 200,000 m³/d.
University of Science and Technology, Doosan, Dow,
growing and most water-stressed cities.
water meant that the coastal community of Cambria
• Two new joint ventures with Beijing Drainage Group
and Singapore PUB, and bringing its total haul of
(pop. 6,000) ranked among the worst casualties of
and Chengdu Xingrong Group, respectively, leveraged
complete applied research projects to 29, with ten patWho is responsible?
California’s raging drought. Although the city had
both UEL’s strong technology and engineering capaent approvals over the past decade. Developing a new
The plant was procured and is owned and operated by
looked at seawater desalination before, Governor
bilities, and the Chinese SOEs’ regional dominance
approach to multiple-effect distillation technology that
Saudi Arabia’s Saline Water Conversion Corporation,
Brown’s declaration of a drought emergency freed up
to propel UEL into developing markets, including
reduces energy consumption by 40% and extending
the world’s largest desalination infrastructure operator.
the possibility of developing an alternative brackish
western China and Beijing’s burgeoning water reuse
the life of desalination plants from 25 years to 40 years
It was built under an EPC contract signed with Korean
water option, which was exempt from a burdensome
market.
have been key foci of the institute’s research.
contractor Doosan, alongside civil works contractor Saudi
environmental review process, enabling it to move
• CITIC and KKR’s unprecedented takeover offer came
• 2014 saw the commissioning of the 309,128 m³/d
Archirodon and design consultant Pöyry. Toyobo supplied
ahead in record time.
at a spectacular premium to UEL’s open market valuaRas Al-Khair reverse osmosis plant, which is
the RO membranes, while FEDCO took responsibility for
• Fast-tracking the construction of a desalination protion, demonstrating beyond doubt that the company is
specially designed to treat the difficult waters
the supply of energy recovery devices.
ject such as this is unprecedented in California, and
much more than the sum of its parts, as it prepares to
of the Gulf. With nearly 50 years of experience
sets a new benchmark for what is achievable in the face
fully exploit the vast market for environmental protecof every kind of desalination challenge behind
What makes it special?
of severe water stress. Following the decision to move
tion solutions in China.
it, SWCC effortlessly rose to the challenge.
GLOBAL coastal devel• The sheer scale of the project – it is the largest memahead in January 2014, an emergency
WATER
brane facility ever to be built in the Gulf, and the
opment permit was granted in
May, and construction
AWARDS
Judges’ verdict: MBR giant prepares for world domination.
Judges’ verdict: Unequalled as a desalination powerhouse.
largest in the world to feature DAF pre-treatment –
began in August. The use of pre-fabricated processing
amply demonstrates that reverse osmosis can easily
units and above-ground plumbing reduced the capital
WATER LEADER // July 2015 cost, and ensured that the plant was granted an operacope with the difficult-to-treat feedwaters of 58
the //Gulf,
where high salinity and red tides are the norm. The
tional permit in November 2014 – less than a year after
use of heavy-duty DAF/DMF pretreatment to combat
the process began.
the oppressive environmental conditions proved once
• The feedwater is a unique mix of groundwater,
and for all that membrane desal is a serious contender
brackish water and secondary treated effluent, and
in the GCC.
the two-stage RO system results in a 92% permeate
• The growing confidence in, and appetite for memrecovery rate – close to double that of a standard seabrane desalination in Saudi Arabia is paving the way
water desalination plant. The high level of acceptance
for an energy-efficient regional desal portfolio ready to
from local residents for what is ultimately an indirect
withstand the changing approach to energy generation
potable reuse project conclusively demonstrates that
in the Middle East. As countries diversify away from
Californians are willing to retain their pioneering
oil as a feedstock, the establishment of excellence in
spirit when faced with long odds.
membrane desalination opens up further potential for
exploring solar and other renewable sources of energy
Judges’ verdict: A new breed of desal for California.
for desalination.
HIGHLY COMMENDED
• The speedy completion of the membrane element
Copiapó SWRO, Chile
of the project, along with dedicated features like the
installation of a dedicated wastewater treatment plant
What is it?
to deal with DAF sludge, proved that even the most
A 38,880 m³/d seawater reverse osmosis plant (expandable
complex and extensive of projects can be delivered
to 54,000 m³/d) supplying water to a new iron ore mine in
effectively in the Kingdom. The fact that the project
Cerro Negro, Chile, as well as to a local municipality and
notched up 24 million hours of accident-free connearby agricultural interests.
struction activity in 2014 is testament to the fact that a
project’s size can easily be matched by its commitment
Who is responsible?
to health and safety, and earned it a special commenAcciona Agua designed, constructed and commissioned
dation from SWCC.
the facility, and will operate it for 20 years. The plant
GLOBAL
features Hydranautics RO membranes and PX energy
Judges’ verdict: Redefining membrane desalination in the
WATER
AWARDS
recovery devices from ERI. The client is Compañía de
Gulf.
66 // WATER LEADER // July 2015
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GLOBALWATERLEADERS.ORG
The Global Water Leaders Group brings together
the CEOs of water utilities and agencies to
address the world’s water issues and to drive
performance and practical change. Water is an
inherently local business, and the goal of The
Global Water Leaders Group is to drive change
by overcoming the fragmentation in the water
sector.

GlobalWaterLeaders.org is where this happens. It is the central resource for
introducing potential leaders to the Global Water Leaders Group and is the hub for
information about the Global Water Leaders news and events. Water Leader magazine
is distributed to 2,500 leaders, and this website is where they go to find out how they
can play a greater role in the group.

85%
of website hits are
NEW USERS

TOP 10 VISITOR COUNTRIES (%)

Advertising on GlobalWaterLeaders.org associates your brand with a force
for positive change and puts your company in front of some of the most important
utility leaders in the world.

Globalwaterleaders.org has the strongest SEO
of all similar websites in the water sector.
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WATER LEADER MAGAZINE
SPECIFICATIONS

WATER LEADER MAGAZINE
Placement
Premium Page
Full Page
Half Page

1 Issue

3 Issues
(per issue)

£5,000

£4,500

$9,100

$8,200

£4,000

£3,600

$7,300

$6,550

£2,500

£2,300

$4,550

$4,200

PREMIUM FULL
PAGE
PAGE

HALF PAGE

GLOBALWATERLEADERS.ORG
SPECIFICATIONS
»» Up to four rotations allowed for each banner position
»» Medium Rectangle
Banner

Orientation
Shape

File types supported: SWF, GIF, PNG and JPG
Vertical

Vertical

Horizontal

Bleed (W x H)
215 x 302
in mm

215 x 302

195 x 135

Print Area in
mm

210 x 297

190 x 130

210 x 297

CANCELLATION POLICY
Notification of cancellation must be made at least 15 days prior to the publishing date.
Changes or cancellations must be received in writing. Any advertiser cancelling after that
must pay the full charge for the space. The publisher reserves the right to use previous
material if the copy is not received by the advertising materials due deadline.

Premium Page adverts appear on the back and inside covers of
Water Leader Magazine

GLOBALWATERLEADERS.ORG
Placement

1 Month

3 Months
(per month)

6 Months
(per month)

12 Months
(per month)

ACCEPTED PRINT:

Medium Rectangle
Banner

£550

£510

£485

£450

»» PDF (preferred) Press Optimised

$1,000

$930

$880

$820

»» EPS (CMYK) — All fonts and graphics to be included in the file
»» TIF/JPG (300 dpi) — Dimensions must be consistent with purchased ad size

PDF/X-1a. — Industry standard fonts must be embedded

GLOBAL WATER AWARDS 2016 - THE WINNERS REVIEW

ACCEPTED ONLINE & DIGITAL

Placement

»» JPG, Static and Animated GIFs or SWF — eNewsletters do not accept animated files
»» Files should be no larger than 30KB
»» All files should be provided with a URL to create a weblink

Premium Page*
Full Page
Half Page

July 2016 Issue
£4,000
$7,300
£3,000
$5,500

300 x 250
pixels

DELIVERY
1. Email (For files under 15MB): Please email your artwork to Kirsty Hewitt — khewitt@globalwaterintel.com
2. Post: Physical material to be sent to: Media Analytics Ltd, Suite C, Kingsmead House, Oxpens Road, Oxford OX1 1XX, UK

£2,000
$3,600

*A Premium Page features at the beginning and in the middle of this section.
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